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Key Takeaways from Novo Update Call on Karratha Projects
Red Cloud Klondike Strike Inc. and Novo Resources Corp. (TSXV:NVO) hosted a conference call for
investors to provide an update on its ongoing exploration program on its Comet Well and Purdy’s Reward
tenements at its Karratha projects in northwest Australia. The audio from the call can be found here. In
our view there are three main takeaways from the call: 1) Multiple bulk samples from Purdy’s Reward are
pending, 2) Work at Comet Well is about to ramp-up and 3) Bulk sample size is like to grow from current
~300kg to up to 10 tonnes. We continue to believe the recent pullback following Novo’s exploration update
in-late December has created an opportunity for investors.
Most bulk samples from Purdy’s still pending. The company has completed 15 trenches over the 1.5km
strike length at Purdy’s Reward, the majority of these results are currently being processed and are
expected to be released over the course of the first quarter. Recent exploration data has indicated that the
coarse-grained gold at Purdy’s Reward occurs as a sheet-like mineralization which suggests bulk
sampling is well suited for grade estimation at Purdy’s Reward. The company is contemplating the use of
large diameter Bauer drill rigs, as an alternative, but it remains early days.
Comet Well permits just around the corner. The company has recently been granted its tenements at
Purdy’s Reward and submitted three permit applications shortly after Christmas. The permits include one
for trenching, one for drilling and one for excess tonnage sampling. The company has already been given
the permit for excess tonnage sampling and is expecting the other two by the end of the month. Once the
permits have been received, the company plans shift its focus from Purdy’s Reward to Comet Well and
commence aggressive exploration on the property, starting with scout diamond drilling for structure,
followed by bulk sampling.
Appropriate sample size may be up to 10 tonnes. The company has also announced the hiring of
independent coarse grade gold expert, Dr. Simon Dominy, to undertake a comprehensive size analysis of
gold distribution in a 3-tonne sample to help determine appropriate sample size and the appropriate
methods of analyzing the large samples to obtain results that can be relied upon for grade determination.
The company has indicated that the minimum sample size may be as large as 5-10 tonnes. Processing a
5-10 tonne sample is likely to require a pilot scale plant to process the samples. We believe the company
is well-funded to build a plant, but this requirement is likely to delay bulk sample results from Comet Well,
until Q2 at which time the company should be able to generate a steady stream of sampling results.
The recent pullback and expected news flow look like an opportunity. The company’s fully diluted market
capitalization of ~C$680 million continues to price in significant exploration success. If we take into
account our, preliminary value for Beatons Creek (C$150-200 million), the market is ascribing a value of
~C$590-640 million for Karratha. Using a C$50/oz multiple this implies ~9.5-10.5 million attributable
ounces, using C$100/oz (to account, for the premium jurisdiction, likely low-cost mining and potential for
high-grades) this implies ~4.5-5.5 million attributable ounces. While there are a number of variables and
risks to any size estimate given the early stage of exploration, in particular grade, we view this size of
resource at Purdy’s Reward (50% interest) and Comet Well (80% interest) as likely. The company continues
to aggressively work to demonstrate this potential and we will continue to evaluate as more data becomes
available.

Priced as of prior trading day's market close, EDT (unless otherwise noted).
All values in USD unless otherwise noted.
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Company Information: Novo Resources Corp. (TSXV:NVO)
Novo Resources is an exploration and development company with properties in Australia and Nevada. The company is focused on advancing its Beatons Creek gold project
towards production and recently signed an MOU with Sumitomo. Beatons Creek has the potential to be a low cost operation with significant exploration upside. In addition,
Novo has been actively growing its land position in the Karratha Region by staking ground, acquiring interest in the Comet Well project and an earn-in/JV on Purdy's Reward.
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Projects

Stage

Current Resources

Beatons Creek
(Australia)

Resource Estimate
(2015)

558k oz Au
(6.4Mt @ 2.7 g/t Au)

10,000m of drilling, updated resource and a PFS
planned for 2017, construction in Q1 2018

Notes

Karratha
(Australia)

Exploration

NA

Exploration underway beginning with Purdy's
Reward - awaiting grants and permits for Comet
Well and tenements
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Red Cloud Klondike Strike Inc. is registered as an Exempt Market Dealer in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland & Labrador, and the Yukon. Part of Red Cloud
Klondike Strike Inc.'s business is to connect mining companies with suitable investors that qualify under available regulatory
exemptions (the "Red Cloud KS Business"). Red Cloud Klondike Strike Inc., its affiliates and associates, and their respective officers,
directors, representatives, researchers and members of their families (collectively, "Red Cloud KS") may hold positions in the
companies mentioned in this publication and may buy or sell, or buy and sell their securities or securities of the same class on the
market or otherwise. Additionally, Red Cloud KS may have provided in the past, and may provide in the future, certain advisory or
corporate finance services and receive financial and other incentives from issuers as consideration for the provision of such
services.
Red Cloud KS has prepared this publication for general information purposes only, NOT as part of the Red Cloud KS Business. This
publication should not be considered a solicitation to purchase or sell securities or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. The
information provided by Red Cloud KS for the purposes of this publication has been derived from sources believed to be accurate,
but cannot be guaranteed. Opinions or analysis contained in this publication may be subject to change and Red Cloud KS does not
undertake to advise the reader of such changes. This publication does NOT take into account the particular investment objectives,
financial situations, or needs of individual recipients and other issues (e.g. prohibitions to investments due to law, jurisdiction issues,
etc.) which may exist for certain persons. Recipients should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice
before investment. Red Cloud KS will not treat recipients of this publication as customers or clients by virtue of having viewed this
report.
Company Specific Disclosure Details
Company Name
Ticker Symbol
Novo Resources Corp.
TSXV:NVO
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Disclosures
1,2,3,4

A member of Red Cloud KS team has visited/viewed material operations of the issuer.
In the last 12 months, Red Cloud KS has been retained under a service or advisory agreement by the subject issuer.
In the last 12 months, Red Cloud KS has received compensation for investment banking services.
Red Cloud KS or a member of the Red Cloud KS team or household, has a long position in the shares and/or the options of
the subject issuer.
Red Cloud KS or a member of the Red Cloud KS team or household, has a short position in the shares and/or the options of
the subject issuer.
Red Cloud KS or a member of the Red Cloud KS team own more than 1% of any class of common equity of the subject issuer.
A member of Red Cloud KS team or a member’s household serves as a Director or Officer or Advisory Board Member of the
subject issuer.
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